
Difficulty Level = 8
After saving the villagers near Amon Dîn, the heroes 
have joined with Lord Alcaron to assist Lord Boromir’s 
forces in retaking Osgiliath. At the army encampment, 
you are thrilled to again meet Lord Faramir, and you are 
introduced to his brother Boromir, eldest son of Denethor 
and renowned hero of Gondor. 

Nestled on both sides of the Anduin lies old Osgiliath, a 
crossroads city bridging the great river. In the long war 
against Mordor, control of Osgiliath has been a critical 
piece. One that Boromir means to reclaim. 

As the sun breaks over the Mountains of Shadow, beating 
at the still river fog, the great horn of Gondor sounds from 
Boromir’s lips. As its sound fades into the morning, the 
men of Gondor cry out as one.  They cry for battle and the 
ruin of foes, their swords lifted to the sky. Come death and 
come honor, the newest battle for Osgiliath begins...

“Assault on Osgiliath” is played with an encounter deck 
built with all the cards from the following encounter 
sets: Assault on Osgiliath, Mordor Elite, and Southrons. 
(Mordor Elite and Southrons can be found in the Heirs of 
Númenor deluxe expansion to The Lord of the Rings: 
The Card Game.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Controlling Locations 
The Assault on Osgiliath is a battle to liberate the 
ancient capital of Gondor from the forces of Mordor. 
To represent Gondor’s struggle to drive the enemy 
from every last corner of the ruined city, the players are 
instructed to take control of Osgiliath locations when 
they leave play.

Stage 1B reads: “Forced: When an Osgiliath location 
leaves play as an explored location, the first player 
takes control of that location.” To take control of a 
location, the first player removes all progress from the 
just explored location and places it in front of him in 
his play area instead of discarding it. Locations under 
any player’s control are still in play. Their game text is 
active and they can be affected by card effects.

Losing Control of Locations 
The more Osgiliath locations the players control, the 
harder the encounter deck will fight back. There are many 
encounter card effects that force players to return locations 
they control to the staging area. Also, many of the 
Osgiliath locations have triggered effects that will cause 
players to return them to the staging area. 
When a player returns a location he controls to the staging 
area, he loses control of that location and removes all 
progress from it. If a player is eliminated from the game, 
each Osgiliath location controlled by that player is 
returned to the staging area.
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to take and hold that realm than the one who knows it
best?" Alearon smiles at Faramir, hoping to recruit his
enthusiasm. Faramir doesn’t bite.

“ This goes against my advice,’’ Faramir says, “ but my
brother wills it, so I go.” He tosses the stick into the flames
and rises, eyes still on the fire. “ Gondor owes you a great
deal, friends of Gandalf ” he says, his eyes meeting yours.
“ I cannot ask you for more than what you ve already
given.” For the first time this evening, his lips turn to a
faint smile. “ But I would be honored of your company
once more, should you grant it.” Faramir nods as he

; The battle finally comes to an end.y
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'4 For a while there is silence. There is no clanging of
11 weapons, no thuds of arrows, no screams of pain. Just
f silence, breathing, and exhausted stares. The bodies of
§ men and ores litter the streets and waterways of Osgiliath,
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carrion debris scattered by a hard wind.

leaves. “ I ride at early dawn.” He steps beyond the light
of your fire and you soon lose sight of him in the labyrinth Ml
of campfires that surround Osgiliath this night.mX0

mmm Lord Alcaron claps his hands once and stands, his smile
wide. “ I ride with Faramir and his rangers tomorrow!
He pats each of you on the shoulders and follows Faramir,

his request unsaid.
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You pry your fingers from weapons sticky with blood,
shoidders aching from forgotten strokes.
Then the Horn of Gondor breaks the silence in triumph.
The banner of the Stewards is unwrapped from the top
of the white river bridge. The primal cry of victory that
follows begins with Boromir, his sword held high in the air.

I The cry grows,until you inexorably join it. The sound of
it, the exhilaration of it, vibrate the marble pillars around
you. It is the sound of victory, older than the city, older
than the river that runs through it.

A claw of the enemy has been cut and it has retracted. He
was repelled at Cair Andros, and His hold on Osgiliath

1 has been broken. In the eyes of the men around you,
: you see the light of Numenor awoken. Gondor s first

sons, Faramir and Boromir, and Boromir especially, are
|§ worshipped by the men like the scions of old returned. It is
I a great day.

| That night, Lord Alcaron and Lord Faramir find you in
the merry glow of the campfires. Alcaron is exhilarated
and enthusiastic, Faramir reserved. “ We won’t stop
here,” Lord Alcaron exclaims and points eastward into
the darkness. “ Tomorrow we follow them; we hunt them.”
He smiles and clenches his fist. “ We don’t stop until their

T black bones break on the mountains.

Faramir sits down by your fire, looking weaiy. “ Our Lord
Alcaron has convinced my brother we should pursue the
enemy into Ithilien” he says calmly. He reaches for a stray
stick and starts to rummage absently in the fire, his eyes
distant. “ We leave at first light.”

Ithilien will be ours again!” Alcaron doesn’t let
Faramir’s solemn demeanor reduce his spirit. “ We’ll be
at Sauron’s doorstep, rather than he on ours. ” Faramir
glances at the excited nobleman, visibly uncomfortable
with the Enemy’s name spoken so casually. Alcaron doesn’t
seem to notice. “ We’ll hold the southern road. We 'll bleed
him!” He grabs Faramir’s shoulder. “ And whom better

It wasn’t a difficult decision. You soon find yourselves
in the darkness before dawn assembling with Faramir’s
men at the eastern edge of the city. As the first band of
light grows above the Mountains of Shadow, Alcaron
notices )X>u, He grins and winks anenthusiastic welcome.

Moments later the column of rangers begins to move,
Faramir at its head. Once again, you are heading east into
darkness and danger...
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The story continues in “ The Blood of Gondor,” the fifth
Adventure Pack in the “ Against the Shadow” cycle.IT. /•-!
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